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A textbook with twenty-three units focus on the Torah from Adam and Eve to the Death of Moses.

Active and experiential approach means doing rather than just learning. Full-color student textbook

include a carefully-translated Torah text and experiential activities to make express the story in

students own words  This book teaches using the Torah of doing.  It starts with age-appropriate

translations of the actual biblical text that are presented as scripts. Rather than just reading the text,

students perform it. Reading the text out loud is the first movement in interpretation.  This is not just

a Genesis book; it is a book that covers the whole Torah. In twenty-three texts we go from Adam

and Eve to the Death of Moses. The Holiness Code, the Burning Bush, the Spies and Mah Tovu are

stops on this journey.  Delving Deeper: Commentaries let students explore single phrases or

sentences in the text and express their own feelings about their meaning. Students get to compare

their own sense of the texts meaning with traditional commentators.  Activities: Translate the text

into experiences. We act, sing, dance, create art and express the inner-story of the text in our own

way.  Torah study doesnt involve just sitting and listening with Experiencing the Torah. Rather it

involves students (and families) in active learning experiences. It is the book that invites you to post

your Torah interpretations on YouTube. Students will be remixing their own understandings.Torah

Aura Productions publishes books for Jewish schools and families that help celebrate our heritage

and our faith. We have over 25 years of experience as the leading creator of high quality

educational materials that enable Jewish children to become empowered Jewish adults. Our books

guide and enhance the Jewish knowledge, spirituality and identity of children and their families, and

our innovative tools bring Judaism alive in synagogues, Hebrew schools, and day schools. Torah

Aura Productions was founded in 1981 by a group of innovative Jewish educators who looked out at

the field of Jewish education and found materials that were shallow and dull. They started a

company to create new tools for families and teachers that would be exciting and meaningful. For

more than two decades, Torah Aura has revolutionized the way Jewish schools enable their

students to become empowered Jewish adults, and has helped families make Judaism a

meaningful presence in their homes. Some of the areas we publish in:- Torah and Bible- Talmud-

Jewish teaching- Jewish parenting- Jewish ethics and values- Jewish holidays- the Jewish lifecycle-

Israel- Hebrew- Jewish prayerTorah Aura Productions: Making success in Jewish education an

achievable reality.
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